When the 1976 International Trade Fair in Nigeria should serve as a practical and continuous manifestation of the country's forward-looking economic policy. After an examination of the role of international trade fairs in Nigeria the author makes some suggestions how this purpose could be achieved.

Nigeria's Second International Trade Fair is scheduled to take place in Lagos in 1976. Before coming to the core of this article, which is to evaluate the significance of the Fair to Nigeria, it is pertinent to trace briefly the role that trade fairs have been playing through the ages especially in the development of international trade.

Role of Trade Fairs
In medieval Europe, trade fairs had important economic, social and religious influence. The most valuable role played by medieval fairs was in the expansion of international trade. Fairs attracted goods and traders from all over Europe and they served as places for the purchase and selling of foreign goods and as outlets for regional specialities. Contemporary international trade fairs retain this very important function.

Secondly, even though in a rudimentary way, it was at the medieval fairs that the mechanism of money exchanging and settlement of foreign debts was developed. For instance, promissory note, an early version of the bill of exchange, was used by people at fairs. As such, the origin of the presently well established system of international credit and foreign exchange is traceable to the medieval fairs.

Thirdly, medieval fairs facilitated the collection of tolls by the crown and international fairs encouraged the inflow of the much needed bullion. As such fairs were deliberately encouraged by European monarchs. This aspect of medieval fairs may be compared with the present role of fairs in the enhancement of tourism which serves as a means of earning foreign exchange.

Nigeria since 1962
Nigeria had its First International Trade Fair (with 41 countries participating) in 1962, the year of the launching of the First National Development Plan. Many important developments have taken place since then: the 1962-68 National Development Plan was executed (or was partially executed since some of its important projects were not undertaken); there was the ghastly civil war which provided for tremendous expansion of industrial and commercial activities; the Second National Development Plan 1970-74 was launched and is about to end; the oil boom has fundamentally changed the structure of our economy and trade; our merchandise export value has more than quadrupled (as it rose from £N 337 mn in 1962 to £N 1,412 mn in 1972). The country's visible trade balance has improved tremendously from a deficit of £N 70 mn in 1962 to a surplus of £N 443 mn in 1972. All these are indicative of the fact that the 1976 Trade Fair will take place against an economic background that differs from that of its predecessor of over a decade ago. Like its predecessor, however, the 1976 Trade Fair is of considerable importance to Nigeria.

Trade and Nigeria's Economy
To realise the importance of international trade fairs in Nigeria it is necessary to examine the role of international trade in the economic development of the country. Until recently, exports were one of the sources of government revenue through export and produce sales taxes. (The 1973/74 Federal Government Budget has abolished these taxes.) Import duties are even much more important than export taxes. Besides, imports provide the vital and strategic capital goods necessary for economic development. Exports are the chief sources of foreign exchange which largely determine the quantity of capital goods that may be imported for industrialization. Since we seem to realize that Nigeria's prosperity and economic development depend largely on export earnings, it is not only the diversification of export products that must be considered a source of economic strength and security, but also the diversification
of markets for the disposal of Nigerian products. International trade fairs can be used to widen our foreign markets. Similarly, through participation of foreign firms, we can compare the efficiency, in terms of price and quality, of alternative sources of our imports.

**African Participation**

The most dynamic post-independence economic foreign policy of Nigeria is the very active and leading role it is playing towards economic cooperation by African countries in general and the West African sub-region in particular. Nigeria has signed bilateral trade agreements with some African states. Togo and Nigeria have signed an agreement which is regarded in many quarters as the "nucleus" of a West African Common Market. The 1976 International Trade Fair should serve as a practical and continuous manifestation of this forward-looking economic policy. The Federal Government should be all out to entice the participation of most if not all African countries. This special consideration for African participation is called for because at present Nigeria’s trade with all other African countries is at a deplorably low level — about 4 p.c. of its total trade value. This may be compared with Nigeria’s trade with the European Economic Community which is about three-quarters of its total trade value. Generally, intra-African trade is very low — some 5 to 6 p.c. of total foreign trade of Africa. Why is this the case despite the propinquity of African states?

Many factors account for the low intra-African trade. Among these factors are autarchic planning by African states (which was deliberately encouraged by their colonial masters) and highly inadequate transportation networks and communication facilities within African countries. Also, African countries’ commercial policies, financial institutions, payments arrangements, and market channels were geared to enhance trade with former colonial powers with the bias against intra-African trade. As such, one of the cardinal objectives of the 1976 Trade Fair should be to promote intra-African trade by bringing together African producers, manufacturers, export merchants and buyers. The fair should portray the achievements of African states in the fields of industry, commerce and agriculture. It should also portray the potentials for future investment in each African state.

**Other Developing Nations**

Another goal which the organisers of the 1976 Trade Fair should strive at is to secure the attention of many non-African developing countries. The prospects for trade expansion by developing countries all over the world lie in increased trade among themselves. They should know now that there is little or no future for their manufactured products in the developed countries. Different factors, all well known in trade and development literature, act as hindrances to the growth of trade of developing countries. These are the deterioration of the terms of trade for primary products (which form the bulk of exports of developing nations); the prohibitive tariffs imposed by developed countries on exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures by the developing countries; the uncompromising policies of the developed countries towards international commodity agreements meant to stabilise prices; the frequent determination of the pattern of international monetary system by the so called “Group of Ten” without any consideration for the developing countries; and above all, and very recently too, the indifference of the developed countries to the plight of the developing countries at the 1972 UNCTAD III Conference in Chile. With all these unfavourable factors, developing countries need to explore ways of improving their trade ties. “More trade among themselves and not more aid from or more trade with the advanced nations" should become their golden rule.

**Nigerian Producers**

Export promotion by the Federal Government through international trade fairs, the Export Credit Bank to be created, and different means of disseminating information abroad about Nigerian products will have limited trade expansive effect if Nigerian producers, especially manufacturers, do not play their own part. As the Federal Government pursues its policy of making foreign buyers more aware of purchase opportunities in Nigeria, our producers should be encouraged to be more export-conscious.

Aggressiveness (e.g. attitude towards risk taking; time and geographic horizons with respect to investment, exports, or research programs and selling efforts) is one of the attributes of the Japanese businessman. He ventures not only into new markets but also into new products. Thus today Japanese radios, cameras, electronic calculators, cars and the like are sold in most parts of the world (including Europe and the USA) not only in great quantity but in superb quality. Nige-
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3. Even though a new group (The Committee of Twenty), which includes some representatives of the less developed countries, has recently been formed it remains a fact that the developed countries still manipulate the group as they wish whenever any major decisions on international monetary system are to be taken.